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Introduction
Ø Video Grounding Definition: Given a video segment with its language

description, the aim is to localize objects query from the description to
the video.

Ø Motivation: We investigate the problem of weakly-supervised video
grounding, where only video-level sentences are provided. Both video-
level MIL and frame-level MIL can potentially tackle the problem, but
video-level MIL has increasingly large bag sizes as frame number
increases, and frame-level MIL frequently triggers false-positive bags.
Moreover, the video temporal consistency should be considered.

Ø Frame-level MIL with Ranking loss: We denote the similarity of a
frame and a sentence as !(#$, &),, it is calculated by first computing the
similarity between each query and its matched region, then averaging
the similarity of all queries in the sentence. The frame ranking loss is

Ø Contributions
• Following frame-level MIL, we design a contextual similarity between

query and frame to deal with sparse objects association across
frames.

• We propose the visual clustering loss that can leverage temporal
coherence in the video by strengthening the clustering effect of
similar visual features.

Methodology
Contextual Similarity

Ø Contextual similarity reweighs the frame importance according to frame-
query similarity, so as to alleviate false positive bag.

Visual Clustering
Ø Visual clustering forces the similarity between similar visual features

across frames to learn a more discriminative visual feature.

Ø Final loss: combination of ranking loss and visual clustering loss

Experiments
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Diagram for calculation of the frame-query contextual similarity score 

Comparison with other methods on YouCookII in Finite-Class Training.

Generalizability Test, trained on YouCookII in ICT and testing on RoboWatch

Qualitative comparison on YouCookII.
Description: “Put a pan on medium to high heat”,
query: “pan”

Qualitative result on RoboWatch.
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